Get the verb right

1. Fill Gap 1 with the correct pronoun.
2. Fill Gap 2 with the given verb.
The first one is done for you.

1. clean
   Mum (clean) windows.
   She cleans windows.

2. hide
   Jim (hide) in the bin.
   In the bin.

3. cook
   Mum and Dad (cook) dinner.
   Dinner.

4. climb
   Dad (climb).
   Mountains.

5. walk
   My grandparents (walk) home.
   Home.
   ............ ........... fences.

7. Dad (fall) over.
   ...... ...... over.

8. Amy (ride) bikes.
   ............ ........... bikes.

9. The children (play) ball.
   ............ ........... ball.

10. Sally (carry) the bag.
    ............ ........... the bag.